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ABSTRACT
Distance metric learning (DML) approaches learn a transformation to a represen-
tation space where distance is in correspondence with a predefined notion of sim-
ilarity. While such models offer a number of compelling benefits, it has been dif-
ficult for these to compete with modern classification algorithms in performance
and even in feature extraction.
In this work, we propose a novel approach explicitly designed to address a num-
ber of subtle yet important issues which have stymied earlier DML algorithms. It
maintains an explicit model of the distributions of the different classes in repre-
sentation space. It then employs this knowledge to adaptively assess similarity,
and achieve local discrimination by penalizing class distribution overlap.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this idea on several tasks. Our approach
achieves state-of-the-art classification results on a number of fine-grained visual
recognition datasets, surpassing the standard softmax classifier and outperform-
ing triplet loss by a relative margin of 30-40%. In terms of computational perfor-
mance, it alleviates training inefficiencies in the traditional triplet loss, reaching
the same error in 5-30 times fewer iterations. Beyond classification, we further
validate the saliency of the learnt representations via their attribute concentration
and hierarchy recovery properties, achieving 10-25% relative gains on the softmax
classifier and 25-50% on triplet loss in these tasks.
1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of classification is a mainstay task in machine learning, as it provides us with a coherent
metric to gauge progress and juxtapose new ideas against existing approaches. To tackle various
other tasks beyond categorization, we often require alternative representations of our inputs which
provide succinct summaries of relevant characteristics. Here, classification algorithms often serve as
convenient feature extractors: a very popular approach involves training a network for classification
on a large dataset, and retaining the outputs of the last layer as inputs transferred to other tasks
(Donahue et al., 2013; Sharif Razavian et al., 2014; Qian et al., 2015; Snoek et al., 2015).
However, this paradigm exhibits an intrinsic discrepancy: we have no guarantee that our extracted
features are suitable for any task but the particular classification problem from which they were
derived. On the contrary: in our classification procedure, we propagate high-dimensional inputs
through a complex pipeline, and map each to a single, scalar prediction. That is, we explicitly
demand our algorithm to, ultimately, dispose of all information but class label. In the process, we
destroy intra- and inter-class variation that would in fact be desirable to maintain in our features.
In principle, we have no reason to compromise: we should be able to construct a representation
which is amenable to classification, while still maintaining more fine-grained information. This
philosophy motivates the class of distance metric learning (DML) approaches, which learn a trans-
formation to a representation space where distance is in correspondence with a notion of similarity.
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Figure 1: Distance metric learning approaches sculpt a representation space where distance is in
correspondence with a notion of similarity. Traditionally, similarity is specified a-priori and of-
ten strictly semantically. In contrast, Magnet Loss adaptively sculpts its representation space by
autonomously identifying and respecting intra-class variation and inter-class similarity.
Metric learning offers a number of benefits: for example, it enables zero-shot learning (Mensink
et al., 2013; Chopra et al., 2005), visualization of high-dimensional data (van der Maaten & Hinton,
2008), learning invariant maps (Hadsell et al., 2006), and graceful scaling to instances with millions
of classes (Schroff et al., 2015). In spite of this, it has been difficult for DML-based approaches to
compete with modern classification algorithms in performance and even in feature extraction.
Admittedly, however, these are two sides of the same coin: a more salient representation should,
in theory, enable improved classification performance and features for task transfer. In this work,
we strive to reconcile this gap. We introduce Magnet Loss, a novel approach explicitly designed
to address subtle yet important issues which have hindered the quality of learnt representations and
the training efficiency of a class of DML approaches. In essence, instead of penalizing individual
examples or triplets, it maintains an explicit model of the distributions of the different classes in
representation space. It then employs this knowledge to adaptively assess similarity, and achieve
discrimination by reducing local distribution overlap. It utilizes clustering techniques to simulta-
neously tackle a number of components in model design, from capturing the distributions of the
different classes to hard negative mining. For a particular set of assumptions in its configuration, it
reduces to the familiar triplet loss (Weinberger & Saul, 2009).
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this idea on several tasks. Using a soft k-nearest-cluster metric
for evaluation, this approach achieves state-of-the-art classification results on a number of fine-
grained visual recognition datasets, surpassing the standard softmax classifier and outperforming
triplet loss by a relative margin of 30-40%. In terms of computational performance, it alleviates sev-
eral training inefficiencies in traditional triplet-based approaches, reaching the same error in 5-30
times fewer iterations. Beyond classification, we further validate the saliency of the learnt represen-
tations via their attribute concentration and hierarchy recovery properties, achieving 10-25% relative
gains on the softmax classifier and 25-50% on triplet loss in these tasks.
2 MOTIVATION: CHALLENGES IN DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING
We start by providing an overview of challenges which we believe have been impeding the success
of existing distance metric learning approaches. These will motivate our work to follow.
Issue #1: predefined target neighbourhood structure All metric learning approaches must de-
fine a relationship between similarity and distance, which prescribes neighbourhood structure. The
corresponding training algorithm, then, learns a transformation to a representation space where this
property is obeyed. In existing approaches, similarity has been canonically defined a-priori by in-
tegrating available supervised knowledge. The most common is semantic, informed by class labels.
Finer assignment of neighbourhood structure is enabled with access to additional prior information,
such as similarity ranking (Wang et al., 2014) and hierarchical class taxonomy (Verma et al., 2012).
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Figure 2: 2D visualizations of representations attained by training triplet loss, Magnet Loss and a softmax classifier on 10
classes of ImageNet. The different colours correspond to different classes, and the values to density estimates computed from
an application of t-SNE (van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008) on the original 1024-dimensional representations. The white dots in
the Magnet t-SNE correspond to K = 32 clusters used by Magnet to capture each class. The red arrows retrieve the examples
closest to particular clusters (which were learnt autonomously). 1. It can be seen that triplet loss and softmax result in unimodal
separation, due to enforcement of semantic similarity. For Magnet Loss, the distributions of the different classes may arbitrarily
split, adaptively embracing intra-class variation and inter-class similarity. 2. Green corresponds to manta-rays, blue to sharks,
and magenta to gazelles. Magnet Loss captures intra-class variation between (c) and (b) as manta-rays in the deep, and manta-
rays with people. It also respects inter-class similarity, allowing shared structure between (c) and (d) as fish in the deep, and
between (a) and (b) as animals with people. See Appendix A for image maps of other t-SNE projections.
In practice, however, the only available supervision is often in the form of class labels. In this case,
a ubiquitous solution is to enforce semantic similarity: examples of each class are demanded to be
tightly clustered together, far from examples of other classes (for example, Schroff et al. (2015);
Norouzi et al. (2012); Globerson & Roweis (2006); Chopra et al. (2005)). However, this collapses
intra-class variation and does not embrace shared structure between different classes. Hence, this
imposes too strong of a requirement, as each class is assumed to be captured by a single mode.
This issue is well-known, and has motivated the notion of local similarity: each example is desig-
nated only a small number of target neighbours of the same class (Weinberger & Saul, 2009; Qian
et al., 2015; Hadsell et al., 2006). In existing work, these target neighbours are determined prior to
training: they are retrieved based on distances in the original input space, and after which are never
updated again. Ironically, this is in contradiction with our fundamental assumption which motivated
us to pursue a DML approach in the first place. Namely, we want to learn a metric because we
cannot trust distances in our original input space — but on the other hand define target similarity
using this exact metric that cannot be trusted! Thus, although this approach has the good intentions
of encoding similarity into our representation, it harms intra-class variation and inter-class similarity
by enforcing unreasonable proximity relationships. Apart from its information preservation rami-
fications, achieving predefined separation requires significant effort, which results in inefficiencies
during training time.
Instead, what we ought to do is rather define similarity as function of distances of our represen-
tations — which lie in precisely the space sculpted for metric saliency. Since representations are
adjusted continuously during training, it then follows that similarity must be defined adaptively. To
that end, we must alternate between updating our representations, and refreshing our model which
designates similarity as function of these. Visualizations of representations of different DML ap-
proaches can be found in a toy example in Figure 2.
Issue #2: objective formulation Two very popular classes of DML approaches have stemmed
from Triplet Loss (Weinberger & Saul, 2009) and Contrastive Loss (Hadsell et al., 2006). The
outlined issues apply to both, but for simplicity of exposition we use triplet loss as an example.
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넃
(a) Triplet: before.
넃
(b) Triplet: after. (c) Magnet: before. (d) Magnet: after.
Figure 3: The intuition behind triplet loss and Magnet Loss. Triplet loss only considers a single
triplet at a time, resulting in reduced performance and training inefficiencies. In contrast, in Mag-
net Loss, at each iteration an entire local neighbourhood of nearest clusters is retrieved, and their
overlaps are penalized. Insight into representation distribution permits adaptive similarity character-
ization, local discrimination and a globally consistent optimization procedure.
During its training, triplets consisting of a seed example, a “positive” example similar to the seed and
a “negative” dissimilar example are sampled. Let us denote their representations as rm, r+m and r
−
m
form = 1, . . . ,M . Triplet loss then demands that the difference of distances of the representation of
the seed to the negative and to the positive be larger than some pre-assigned margin constant α ∈ R:
Ltriplet (Θ) =
1
M
M∑
m=1
{∥∥rm − r−m∥∥22 − ∥∥rm − r+m∥∥22 + α}+ , (1)
where {·}+ is the hinge function and Θ the parameters of the map to representation space. The
representations are often normalized to achieve scale invariance, and negative examples are mined
in order to find margin violators (for example, Schroff et al. (2015); Norouzi et al. (2012)).
Objectives formulated in this spirit exhibit a short-sightedness. Namely, penalizing individual pairs
or triplets of examples does not employ sufficient contextual insight of neighbourhood structure, and
as such different triplet terms are not necessarily consistent. This hinders both the convergence rate
as well as performance of these approaches. Moreover, the cubic growth of the number of triplets
renders operation on these computationally inefficient.
In contrast to this, it is desirable to instead inform the algorithm of the distributions of the differ-
ent classes in representation space and their overlaps, and rather manipulate these in a way that is
globally consistent. We elaborate on this in the section below.
3 MAGNET LOSS FOR DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING
We proceed to design a model to mitigate the identified difficulties. Let us for a moment neglect
practical considerations, and envision our ideal DML approach. To start, as concluded at the start of
Section 2, we are interested to characterize similarity adaptively as function of current representation
structure. We would then utilize this knowledge to pursue local separation as opposed to global:
we seek to separate between distributions of different classes in representation space, but do not
mind if they are interleaved. As such, let us assume that we have knowledge of the representation
distribution of each class at any time during training. Our DML algorithm, then, would discover
regions of local overlap between different classes, and penalize these to achieve discrimination.
Such an approach would liberate us from the unimodality assumption and unreasonable prior tar-
get neighbourhood assignments — resulting in a more expressive representation which maintains
significantly more information. Moreover, employing a loss informed of distributions rather than
individual examples would allow for a more coherent training procedure, where the distance metric
is adjusted in a way that is globally consistent.
To that end, a natural approach would be to employ clustering techniques to capture these distribu-
tions in representation space. Namely, for each class, we will maintain an index of clusters, which we
will update continuously throughout training. Our objective, then, would jointly manipulate entire
clusters — as opposed to individual examples — in the pursuit of local discrimination. This intuition
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of cluster attraction and repulsion motivates us to name it Magnet Loss. A caricature illustrating the
intuition behind this approach can be found in Figure 3.
In addition to its advantages from a modeling perspective, a clustering-based approach also facili-
tates computation by enabling efficient hard negative mining. That is, we may perform approximate
nearest neighbour retrieval in a two-step process, where we first retrieve nearest clusters, after which
we retrieve examples from these clusters.
Finally, as discussed, throughout training we are interested in a more complete characterization
of neighbourhood structure. At each iteration, we sample entire local neighbourhoods rather than
collections of independent examples (or triplets) as per usual, which significantly improves training
efficiency. We elaborate on this in Section 3.2.
3.1 MODEL FORMULATION
We proceed to quantify the modeling objectives outlined above. Let us assume we have a training
set consisting of N input-label pairs D = {xn, yn}Nn=1 belonging to C classes. We consider a
parametrized map f(·;Θ) which hashes our inputs to representation space, and denote their rep-
resentations as rn = f(xn;Θ), n = 1, . . . , N . In this work, we select this transformation as
GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015; Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015), which has been demonstrated to be a
powerful CNN architecture; in Section 4 we elaborate on this choice.
We assume that, for each class c, we have K cluster assignments Ic1, . . . , IcK obtained via an ap-
plication of the K-means algorithm. Note that K may vary across classes, but for simplicity of
exposition we fix it as uniform. In Section 3.2, we discuss how to maintain this index. To that end,
we assume that these assignments have been chosen to minimize intra-cluster distances. Namely,
for each class c, we have
Ic1, . . . , IcK = arg min
Ic1 ,...,I
c
K
K∑
k=1
∑
r∈Ick
‖r− µck‖22 , (2)
µck =
1
|Ick|
∑
r∈Ick
r . (3)
We further define C(r) as the class of representation r, and µ(r) as its assigned cluster center.
We proceed to define our objective as follows:
L (Θ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
− log e−
1
2σ2
‖rn−µ(rn)‖22−α∑
c 6=C(rn)
∑K
k=1 e
− 1
2σ2
‖rn−µck‖22

+
(4)
where {·}+ is the hinge function, α ∈ R is a scalar, and σ2 = 1N−1
∑
r∈D ‖r− µ(r)‖22 is the vari-
ance of all examples away from their respective centers. We note that cluster centers sufficiently far
from a particular example vanish from its term in the objective. This allows accurately approximat-
ing each term with a small number of nearest clusters.
A feature of this objective not usually available in standard distance metric learning approach is
variance standardization. This renders the objective invariant to the characteristic lengthscale of the
problem, and allows the model to gauge its confidence of prediction by comparison of intra- and
inter-cluster distances. With this in mind, α is then the desired cluster separation gap, measured
in units of variance. In our formulation, we may thus interpret α as a modulator of the probability
assigned to an example of a particular class under the distribution of another.
We remark that during model design, an alternative objective we considered is the cluster-based
analogue of NCA (see Section 3.4): this objective seems to be a natural approach with a clear
probabilistic interpretation. However, we found empirically that this objective does not generalize
as well, since it only vanishes in the limit of extreme discrimination margins.
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3.2 TRAINING PROCEDURE
Component #1: neighbourhood sampling At each iteration, we sample entire local neighbour-
hoods rather than a collection of independent examples. Namely, we construct our minibatch in the
following way:
1. Sample a seed cluster I1 ∼ pI(·)
2. Retrieve M − 1 nearest impostor clusters I2, . . . , IM of I1
3. For each cluster Im,m = 1, . . . ,M , sample D examples xm1 , . . .x
m
D ∼ pIm(·)
The choices of pI(·) and pIm(·),m = 1, . . . ,M allow us to adapt to the current distributions of
examples in representation space. Namely, in our training, these allow us to specifically target
and reprimand contested neighbourhoods with large cluster overlap. During training, we cache the
losses of individual examples, from which we compute the mean lossLI of each cluster I . We then
choose pI(I) ∝ LI , and PIm(·) as a uniform distribution. We remark that these choices work well
in practice, but have been made arbitrarily and perhaps can be improved.
Given our samples, we may proceed to construct a stochastic approximation of our objective:
Lˆ (Θ) =
1
MD
M∑
m=1
D∑
d=1
− log e−
1
2σˆ2
‖rmd −µˆm‖22−α∑
µˆ :C(µˆ)6=C(rmd ) e
− 1
2σˆ2
‖rmd −µˆ‖22

+
(5)
where we approximate the cluster means as µˆm =
1
D
∑D
d=1 r
m
d and variance as
σˆ = 1MD−1
∑M
m=1
∑D
d=1 ‖rmd − µˆm‖22. During training, we backpropagate through this objective,
and the full CNN which gave rise to the representations.
Component #2: cluster index As mentioned above, we maintain for each class a K-means index
which captures its distribution in representation space during training. We initialize each index with
K-means++ (Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2007), and refresh it periodically. To attain the representations
to be indexed, we pause training and compute the forward passes of all inputs in the training set. The
computational cost of refreshing the cluster index is significantly smaller than the cost of training the
CNN itself: it is not done frequently, it only requires forward passes of the inputs, and the relative
cost of K-means clustering is negligible.
It may seem that freezing the training is unnecessarily computationally expensive. Note that we also
explored the alternative strategy of caching the representations of each minibatch on-the-fly during
training. However, we found that it is critical to maintain the true neighbourhood structure where
the representations are all computed in the same stage of learning. We empirically observed that
since the representation space is changing continuously during training, indexing examples whose
representations were computed in different times resulted in incorrect inference of neighbourhood
structure, which in turn irreparably damaged nearest impostor assessment.
Improvement of training efficiency The proposed approach offers a number of benefits which
compound to considerably enhance training efficiency, as can be seen empirically in Section 4.1.
First, one of the main criticisms of triplet-based approaches is the cubic growth of the number of
triplets. Manipulating entire clusters of examples, on the other hand, significantly improves this
complexity, as this requires far fewer pairwise distance evaluations. Second, operating on entire
cluster neighbourhoods also permits information recycling: we may jointly separate all clusters from
one another at once, whereas an approach based on independent sampling would require far more
repetitions of the same examples. Finally, penalizing clusters of points away from one another leads
to a more coherent adjustment of each point, whereas different triplet terms may not necessarily be
consistent with one another.
3.3 EVALUATION PROCEDURE
The evaluation procedure is consistent with the objective formulation: we assign the label of each
example xn as function of its representation’s softmax similarities to its L closest clusters, say
6
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µ1, . . . ,µL. More precisely, we choose label c
∗
n as
c∗n = arg max
c=1,...,C
∑
µl :C(µl)=c
e−
1
2σ2
‖rn−µl‖22∑L
l=1 e
− 1
2σ2
‖rn−µl‖22
, (6)
where σ is a running average of stochastic estimates σˆ computed during training.
This can be thought of as “k-nearest-cluster” (kNC), a variant of a soft kNN classifier. This has the
added benefit of reducing the complexity of nearest neighbour evaluation from being a function of
the number of examples to the number of clusters. Here, the lengthscale σ autonomously charac-
terizes local neighbourhood radius, and as such implies how to sensibly choose L. In general, we
found that performance improves monotonically with L, as the soft classification is able to make
use of additional neighbourhood information. At some point, however, retrieving additional nearest
neighbours is clearly of no further utility, since these are much farther away than the lengthscale
defined by σ. In practice we use L = 128 for all experiments in this work.
3.4 RELATION TO EXISTING MODELS
Triplet Loss Our objective proposed in Equation 4 has the nice property that it reduces to the
familiar triplet loss under a particular set of assumptions. Specifically, let us assume that we approx-
imate each neighbourhood with a single impostor cluster, i.e, M = 2. Let us further assume that
we approximate the seed cluster with merely D = 2 samples, and the impostor cluster with one.
We further simplify by ignoring the variance normalization. Our objective then exactly reduces to
triplet loss for a pair of triplets “symmetrized” for the two positive examples:
Lˆ (Θ) =
2∑
d=1
{∥∥r1d − r12−d∥∥22 − ∥∥r1d − r21∥∥22 + α}+ . (7)
Neighbourhood Components Analysis Neighbourhood Components Analysis (NCA) and its ex-
tensions (Goldberger et al., 2004; Salakhutdinov & Hinton, 2007; Min et al., 2010) have been de-
signed in a similar spirit to Magnet Loss. The NCA objective is given by
LNCA (Θ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
− log
∑
n′ :C(rn′ )=C(rn)
e−‖rn−r′n‖
2
2∑N
n′=1 e
−‖rn−r′n‖22
. (8)
However, this formulation does not address a number of concerns both in modeling and implementa-
tion. As an example, it does not touch on minibatch sampling in large datasets. Even if we maintain
a nearest neighbour index, if we naı¨vely retrieve the nearest neighbours for each example, they are
all going to be of different classes with high probability.
Nearest Class Mean Nearest Class Mean (Mensink et al., 2013) is cleverly designed for scalable
DML. In this approach, the mean vectors µc =
1
|C|
∑
c(x)=c x, c = 1, . . . , C of the examples in
their raw input form are computed and fixed for each class. A linear transformation W is then
learned to maximize the softmax distance of each example to the cluster center of its class:
LNCM (W) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
− log e
−‖Wxn−Wµc(xn)‖22∑C
c=1 e
−‖Wxn−Wµc‖22
. (9)
The authors further generalize this to Nearest Class Multiple Centroids (NCMC), where for each
class, K centroids are computed with K-means. Magnet shares many ideas with NCMC, but these
approaches differ in a number of important ways. For NCMC, the centroids are computed on the raw
inputs and are fixed prior to training, rather than updated continuously on a learnt representation. It
is also not clear how to extend this to more expressive transformations (such as CNNs) to represen-
tation space, but this step is required in order to enjoy the success of deep learning approaches in a
DML setting.
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Approach Error
Angelova & Long 51.7%
Gavves et al. 49.9%
Xie et al. 43.0%
Gavves et al. 43.0%
Qian et al. 30.9%
Softmax 26.6%
Triplet 35.8%
Magnet 24.9%
(a) Stanford Dogs.
Approach Error
Angelova & Zhu 23.3%
Angelova & Long 19.6%
Murray & Perronnin 15.4%
Sharif Razavian et al. 13.2%
Qian et al. 11.6%
Softmax 11.2%
Triplet 17.0%
Magnet 8.6%
(b) Oxford 102 Flowers.
Approach Error
Angelova & Zhu 49.2%
Parkhi et al. 46.0%
Angelova & Long 44.6%
Murray & Perronnin 43.2%
Qian et al. 19.6%
Softmax 11.3%
Triplet 13.5%
Magnet 10.6%
(c) Oxford-IIIT Pet.
Approach Error
Softmax 14.1%
Triplet 26.8%
Magnet 15.9%
(d) ImageNet Attributes.
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(e) Different metrics on Stanford Dogs.
Approach Error@1 Error@5
Softmax 30.9% 15.0%
Triplet 44.6% 23.4%
Magnet 28.6% 7.8%
(f) Hierarchy recovery on ImageNet Attributes.
Figure 4: (a)-(d) Comparison of test set errors of various state-of-the-art approaches on different
fine-grained visual categorization datasets. The bottom three results for each table were all attained
by applying different objectives on exactly the same architecture. (e) Evaluation of test errors on
the Stanford Dogs dataset under different metrics. (f) We explore whether each algorithm is able
to recover a latent class hierarchy, provided only coarse superclasses. We collapse random pairs of
classes of ImageNet Attributes onto the same label. We then train on the corrupted labels, and report
test errors on the original classes.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We run all experiments on a cluster of Tesla K40M GPU’s. All parametrized maps f(·;Θ) to rep-
resentation space are chosen as GoogLeNet with batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). We
add an additional fully-connected layer to map to a representation space of dimension 1024.
We find that it is useful to warm-start any DML optimization with weights of a partly-trained a
standard softmax classifier. It is important to not use weights of a net trained to completion, as this
would result in information dissipation and as such defeat the purpose of pursuing DML in the first
place. Hence, we initialize all models with the weights of a net trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky
et al., 2015) for 3 epochs only. We augment all experiments with random input rescaling of up to
30%, followed by jittering back to the original input size of 224× 224. At test-time we evaluate an
input by averaging the outputs of 16 random samples drawn from this augmentation distribution.
4.1 FINE-GRAINED CLASSIFICATION
We validate the classification efficacy of the learnt representations on a number of popular fine-
grained visual categorization tasks, including Stanford Dogs (Khosla et al., 2011), Oxford-IIIT Pet
(Parkhi et al., 2012) and Oxford 102 Flowers (Nilsback & Zisserman, 2008) datasets. We also
include results on ImageNet attributes, a dataset described in Section 4.2.
We seek to compare optimal performances of the different model spaces, and so perform hyperpa-
rameter search on validation error generated by 3 classes of objectives: a standard softmax classifier,
triplet loss, and Magnet Loss. The hyperparameter search setup, including optimal configurations
for each experiment, is specified in full detail in Appendix B. In general, for Magnet Loss we ob-
served empirically that it is beneficial to increase the number of clusters per minibatch to around
M = 12 in the cost of reducing the number of retrieved examples per cluster to D = 4. The optimal
gap has in general been α ≈ 1, and the value of K varied as function of dataset cardinality.
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Figure 5: Training curves for various experiments as function of number of iterations. For both
triplet and Magnet Loss objectives, the experiment with optimal hyperparameter configuration for
each model space is presented. The red diamonds indicate the point in time in which the triplet
asymptotic error rate is achieved. It can be observed that Magnet Loss reaches the same error in
5-30 times fewer iterations.
The classification results can be found in Table 4. We use soft kNN to evaluate triplet loss error and
kNC (see Section 3.3) for Magnet Loss. However, for completeness of comparison, in Figure 4(e)
we present evaluations of all learnt representations under both kNN and kNC.
It can be observed that Magnet Loss outperforms the traditional triplet loss by a considerable margin.
It is also able to surpass the standard softmax classifier in most cases: while the margin is not
significant, note that the true win here is in terms of learning representations much more suitable for
task transfer, as validated in the following subsections.
In Figure 5, it can be seen that Magnet Loss reaches the triplet loss asymptotic error rate 5-30 times
faster. The prohibitively slow convergence of triplet loss has been well-known in the community.
Magnet Loss achieves this speedup as it mitigates some of the training-time inefficiencies featured
by triplet loss presented throughout Section 2 and the end of Section 3.2. For fairness of comparison,
we remark that softmax converges faster than Magnet; however, this comes at the cost of a less
informative representation.
4.2 ATTRIBUTE DISTRIBUTION
We expect Magnet to sculpt a more expressive representation, which enables similar examples of
different classes to be close together, and dissimilar examples of the same class to be far apart;
this can be seen qualitatively in Figure 2. In order to explore this hypothesis quantitatively, after
training is complete we examine the attributes of neighbouring examples as a proxy for assessment
of similarity. We indeed find the distributions of these attributes to be more concentrated for Magnet.
We attain attribute labels from the Object Attributes dataset (Russakovsky & Fei-Fei, 2010). This
provides 25 attribute annotations for 90 classes of an updated version of ImageNet, with about
25 annotated examples per class. Attributes include visual properties such as “striped”, “brown”,
“vegetation” and so on; examples of these can be found in Figure 6(a). Annotations are assigned
individually for each input, which allows capturing intra-class variation and inter-class invariance.
We train softmax, triplet and Magnet Loss objectives on a curated dataset we refer to as ImageNet
Attributes. This dataset contains 116,236 examples, and comprises all examples of each of the 90
ImageNet classes for which any attribute annotations are available: in Appendix C we describe it in
detail. We emphasize we do not employ any attribute information during training. At convergence,
we measure attribute concentration by computing mean attribute precision as function of neighbour-
hood size. Specifically, for each example and attribute, we compute over different neighbourhood
cardinalities the fraction of neighbours also featuring this attribute.
This result can be found in Figure 6(d). Magnet Loss outperforms both softmax and triplet losses
by a reasonable margin in terms of attribute concentration, with consistent gains of 25-50% over
triplet and 10-25% over softmax across neighbourhood sizes. It may seem surprising that softmax
surpasses triplet — an approach specifically crafted for distance metric learning. However, note that
while the softmax classifier requires high relative projection onto the hyperplane associated with
each class, it leaves some flexibility for information retainment in its high-dimensional nullspace.
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Figure 6: Attribute concentration properties. (a) Examples of images featuring particular attributes.
(b) & (c) The translucent underlying densities correspond to the t-SNE visualizations presented
in Figure 2. These are overlaid with distributions of examples featuring the specified attributes,
coloured in orange. Magnet clusters together examples of different classes but with similar at-
tributes, whereas softmax and triplet loss (not shown) do not. (d) Mean fraction of neighbours
featuring the same attributes as function of neighbourhood cardinality. Magnet consistently outper-
forms softmax and triplet across neighbourhood sizes.
Triplet loss, on the other hand, demands separation based on an imprecise assessment of similarity,
resulting in poor proximity of similar examples of different classes.
Magnet’s attribute concentration can also be observed visually in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), presenting
the t-SNE projections from Figure 2 overlaid with attribute distribution. It can be seen qualitatively
that the Magnet attributes are concentrated in particular areas of space, irrespective of class.
4.3 HIERARCHY RECOVERY
In this experiment, we are interested to see whether each algorithm is able to recover a latent class
hierarchy, provided only coarse superclasses. To test this, we randomly pair all classes of ImageNet
Attributes, and collapse each pair under a single label. We then train on the corrupted labels, and
check whether the finer-grained class labels may be recovered from the learnt representations.
The results can be found in Table 4(f). Magnet is able to identify intra-class representation variation,
an essential property for success in this task. Softmax also achieves surprisingly competitive results,
suggesting that meaningful variation is nevertheless captured within the nullspace of its last layer.
For triplet loss, on the other hand, target neighbourhoods are designated prior to training, and as
such it is not able to adaptively discriminate finer structure within superclasses.
5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we highlighted a number of difficulties in a class of DML algorithms, and sought to
address them. We validated the effectiveness of our approach under a variety of metrics, ranging
from classification performance to convergence rate to attribute concentration.
In this paper, we anchored in place a number of parameters: we chose the number of clusters K per
class as uniform across classes, and refreshed our representation index at a fixed rate. We believe
that adaptively varying these during training can enhance performance and facilitate computation.
Another interesting line of work would be to replace the density estimation and indexing component
with an approach more sophisticated than K-means. One natural candidate would be a tree-based
algorithm. This would enable more efficient and more accurate neighbourhood retrieval.
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APPENDIX A T-SNE IMAGE MAPS FOR TYPICAL MAGNET AND TRIPLET
REPRESENTATION SPACES
Figure 7: Visualization of t-SNE map for a typical Magnet representation. We highlight interesting
observations of the distributions of the learnt representations splitting to repsect intra-class variance
and inter-class similarity.
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Figure 8: Visualization of t-SNE map for a typical triplet representation with enforcement of se-
mantic similarity. Classes with similar examples are far from one another, and no obvious local
similarity can be found within individual classes.
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APPENDIX B HYPERPARAMETER TUNING SPECIFICATIONS AND OPTIMAL
CONFIGURATIONS
Here we describe in detail the hyperparameter search setups for the different experiments, and the
optimal configuration for each.
For all models, we tune optimization hyperparameters consisting of learning rate and its annealing
factor which we apply every epoch. We fix the momentum as 0.9 for all experiments. For the smaller
datasets, we refresh our index every epoch, and for ImageNet Attributes every 1000 iterations.
For Magnet Loss, we additionally tune the separation margin α, the number of nearest clusters
per minibatch M , the number of examples per cluster D, and the number of clusters per class K
which we take to be the same for all classes (the examples per minibatch MD is upper-bounded
by 48 due to memory constraints). Note that we permit the choices M = D = 2, which, as
discussed in 3.4, reverts this back to triplet loss: hence, we expect this choice to be discovered if
triplet loss is in fact the optimal choice of distance metric learning loss of this class. For triplet loss,
we tune the separation margin α, the fraction of nearest impostors retrieved in each minibatch and
neighbourhood size retrieved for kNN evaluation.
We now specify the optimal hyperparameter configurations for the different datasets and model
spaces, as found empirically via random search. The learning rate annealing factor is marked as
“N/A” for smaller datasets, where we do not anneal the learning rate at all.
Model Hyperparameter Pet Flowers Dogs ImageNet Attributes Hierarchy recovery
Magnet Learning rate 0.00184 0.0240 0.00292 0.00459 0.00177
Annealing factor N/A N/A N/A 0.974 0.988
Gap 7.18 2.43 0.710 0.700 0.783
Global scaling 3.52 14.2 3.03 6.42 2.33
Clusters/class 8 1 1 2 16
Triplet Learning rate 0.000598 0.00155 0.00293 0.00807 0.00187
Annealing factor N/A N/A N/A 0.966 0.995
Gap 0.304 0.554 0.370 0.495 0.556
Nearest impostor fraction 0.184 0.129 0.00713 0.0700 0.0424
Neighbourhood size 128 128 128 128 128
Table 1: Optimal hyperparameter configurations for the different datasets and model spaces.
APPENDIX C SPECIFICATIONS FOR IMAGENET ATTRIBUTES DATASET
To curate this dataset, we first matched the annotated examples in the Object Attributes dataset (Rus-
sakovsky & Fei-Fei, 2010) to examples in the training set of ImageNet. The ImageNet Attributes
training and validation sets then comprise all examples of all classes for which annotated examples
exist.
Below we list these classes.
n01693334, n01773549, n01773797, n01796340, n01872401, n01873310, n01882714, n01883070,
n02071294, n02074367, n02088238, n02088364, n02088466, n02088632, n02090379, n02091134,
n02091635, n02092002, n02096294, n02100583, n02100735, n02101556, n02102480, n02104029,
n02104365, n02105056, n02105162, n02105251, n02105505, n02106030, n02109047, n02109525,
n02110806, n02110958, n02112350, n02115913, n02119789, n02123045, n02123394, n02124075,
n02125311, n02128925, n02129165, n02130308, n02326432, n02342885, n02361337, n02391049,
n02410509, n02422106, n02422699, n02423022, n02441942, n02442845, n02443114, n02443484,
n02444819, n02445715, n02447366, n02480495, n02480855, n02481823, n02483708, n02484975,
n02486261, n02486410, n02487347, n02488291, n02488702, n02500267, n02509815, n02536864,
n02802426, n02808440, n02910353, n03249569, n03325584, n03721384, n03977966, n03982430,
n04118776, n04228054, n04447861, n07615774, n07745940, n07873807, n07875152, n07880968,
n11939491, n12267677
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